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Introduction
Welcome to PODD!
The aim of PODD is to allow anyone learning to communicate with symbols
and text the ability to express themselves in any situation.
Developed by Gayle Porter, PODD bridges the gap between paper based
communication and emerging use of an electronic communication aid by
using familiar structures and layouts.
Building upon the the PODD communciation books, the 12 grid sets offer
a dynamic and personal vocabulary with thousands of words and phrases
easily accessible using the power of the users communication aid to increase
speed and accuracy.
PODD stands for:
Pragmatic - realistic social language
Organisation - Word and symbols arranged in a systematic way
Dynamic Display - Created using responsive pages

Tip
Much of the vocabulary included with the PODD grid sets tends towards the
interests of younger individuals. Vocabulary can be customised to suit the
interests and requirements of older age groups.

Welcome to PODD for Grid 3
The PODD grid sets for Grid 3 combine PODDs dynamic approach to
communication and vocabulary with Grid 3’s powerful and easy to use
technology.
With multiple access methods including new eye gaze options, and a simple
editing suite that makes customisation and personalisation quick and easy,
Grid 3 allows PODD users unrivalled communication in any situation.

Tip
The PODD grid sets can be used alongside the PODD communication books
to talk at any time, whilst ensuring familiarity and consistencey whenever the
person has something to say.

Installing PODD Grid Sets
In Grid 3 both PODD 15 and PODD 60 Grid Sets can be downloaded and
personalised to suit and enable the user at every level.
To download PODD:
1. In Grid 3, open the menu tab from the left corner of the top ribbon.
2. Click Add to download a new grid set.

3. Select Add Grid Set and select the Online Grids tab from the left hand side
of the dialogue box.

Add grid set

PODD Selection

4. Use the search tool to search for PODD and select the version you need.
Click OK and the grid set will be downloaded.

Tip
If you are going to be using multiple versions of PODD, why not create a PODD
folder in Grid Explorer?

Activating PODD
If this is your first time using PODD you have a 60 day free trial of the
complete grid set. After the trial period has ended you can activate PODD with
a license key. If you have purchased PODD with The Grid 2, you can use the
same key to activate in Grid 3.

Activating PODD in Grid 3
1. In Grid 3 open the menu and select Settings (F10).
2. Select Licenses tab on the left side of the Settings window.

3. Under Grid sets you will see PODD, select it then click the Activate License
button.
4. Type in your fifteen digit license key and select Activate.
5. Grid 3 will activate PODD online. When it activation is complete you will see
a success message and you can close the Settings window.

Tip
You can use the Smartbox License Manager application to activate PODD if
you are offline. Start the application from the Start menu of your device and
follow the step by step instructions.

PODD15
These grid sets are designed for preschool and school age children who are
beginning their communication journey. The grids in this set bear the closest
resemblance to the communication books and are designed to support
children learning to express one to four key word sentences.

PODD15 Preschool

Preschool

Preschool Eye gaze

These grid sets include grids specifically designed to support communication
in early educational settings. Activity specific displays allow children to
participate in early childhood curriculum play.

PODD15 School

School

School Eye gaze

This version of the grid sets support communication in schools. The grids
provided maximise participation in the educational curriculum. Subject
specific grids are included to maximise efficiency, whilst topic based grids
support communication on current curriculum topics. Once each new subject
has been covered as part of the curriculum, newly learned vocabulary can be
transferred into the appropriate section in the main grids for future use.

PODD15+
PODD 15+ includes the range of vocabulary included in the 20 expanded
functions PODD communication book. This grid set also has extra predictably
associated vocabulary for partners to use to produce more grammatically
complete sentences.

PODD 15+ Preschool

Preschool

Preschool Eye gaze

The preschool version of PODD15+ includes grids specifically designed to
support communication in early childhood educational settings. Displays
specific to play based curriculums are included in this grid set.

PODD15+ School

School

School Eye gaze

The school version includes tailored grids to support communication within
a school setting to maximise participation in the curriculum. Subject specific
grids are included to maximise the efficiency of communication whilst topic
specific displays are included to support efficient communication on current
curriculum topics. A useful feature is that all newly learnt vocabulary can be
transferred into the appropriate section in the main grid sets for further use.

PODD60
PODD60 is designed for those who are ready to begin generating more
complex sentences. It makes considerably more vocabulary available, as well
as tools such as verb morphology and word prediction.

PODD60 Expanded Key Word

Expanded Keyword

Expanded Keyword Eye gaze

This key word grid set has been created for children and teenagers who are
able to use key word sentences and are learning to use symbols, whole words,
word morphology, spelling and word prediction.

PODD60 Complex Syntax

Complex Syntax

Complex Syntax Eye gaze

The PODD 60 complex syntax grids are designed for children and teenagers
able to use whole words, symbols and word morphology to produce complex
sentences to communicate a full range of purposes. A large vocabulary is
available for those learning to spell whilst word prediction helps to develop the
skill of spelling.

PODD and eye gaze
All of the PODD grid sets in Grid 3 also have a version which is optimised for
use with eye gaze.
For effective use, each grid used with eye gaze has a Rest and Speak cell
added to the template.

PODD15 School 'Something's
wrong' grid

PODD15 School eye gaze
'Something's wrong' grid

Navigating eye gaze grids
The addition of the Speak and Rest cells to the PODD grids moves the Go
back to main grid cell to a new location. When using an eye gaze ready grid
set the go back to main grid cell can be found under the categories option.

User settings in Grid 3
Speech
In PODD, it is recommended that speech output does not occur whilst
constructing a sentence. To achieve this, go to Menu > Settings > Speech
and then ensure all options under Speak Whilst Typing are set to off.

The content of the chat workspace will be spoken out loud when the
workspace is selected (or when the speak cell is selected if using eye gaze
versions).

Highlighting
You can choose how, or if, a cell is highlighted when you move over it. Go to
Menu > Settings > Access. Choose the appropriate access method, and then
from the options under Highlighting.

Making changes to a grid
Editing an existing cell
Some content in PODD needs to be personalised to get the best from it (for
example the About Me grid). To edit the “My name is…” cell, first of all go in to
Edit mode by clicking on the menu bar and clicking on Edit. Now click on the
cell you want to change, and then click Edit on the left hand side. Type in the
new text eg “My name is Sam”, and click OK. You may also want to change
the text which appears on the cell itself – if so, click on Change Label on the
ribbon bar. Click on Finish Editing (top left) and save your changes.

Adding a new cell
In Edit mode, double click on an empty cell, click on Write, and Next. Type your
text into the top box and select a picture. (You can click Find Picture for more
image options.) Click OK, then Finish Editing in the menu bar.

Adding a new grid
Templates are provided with PODD which allow you to easily create new grids
that provide consistency with existing content.
In Edit mode, select the empty cell from which you would like to create a jump
to your new grid. Click on Add Command, Jump To and Next.
Now select the template
which you want to use
as a basis for your new
page, and click on Copy
Grid. Give your new
page a name, and click
OK.
Once your new page
has been created,
navigate to it and add
your content.

Styles
Grid 3 uses Styles to help ensure that different
types of cells are easily recognisable. In Edit mode,
select a cell and then click on Style from the top of
the ribbon bar.
Click on the drop down box to see the range of
predefined PODD styles, and select the one that
corresponds with the type of cell that you are
creating.

Working with documents in PODD60
Saving your work
On all subject and topic pages, as well as on the Edit & Controls page, you will
find a Save Document cell. This will copy the content of the chat workspace
and save it as a new document. You do not need to name the document – it
will be saved using the first few words contained in it, along with the date and
time.

Retrieving or editing your work
Go to Edit & Controls, and then to Documents. Here you can navigate through
the list of saved documents. If you click on Edit, the contents of the document
will be pasted in to the chat workspace and you will be taken to the home
page for you to add more content. When you’re done, just click on Save
Document.
The Edit & Controls page allows you to move the cursor around the
document, select text to edit and use familiar editing tools like copy and paste.
The Documents page also allows you to delete documents and create new
ones. The Paste From Chat cell will paste the content of the chat workspace
at the current cursor position in the selected document.

Saving messages and stories in PODD60

You can save the content of the chat workspace on to a cell which you can
come back to at any time. Once you have constructed your sentence, on the
home page click on Saved Messages, then Save to button. Now click on an
empty cell, and your message will be assigned to it.
Messages can be deleted by clicking on Delete Message and then on the
message you want to remove.
Saved messages can also be accessed from the Edit & Controls page.
Content can be added to the My Stories page in the same way.
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